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The purpose of this newsletter is to shine a light on the brutal                         
Tamil Genocide carried out with impunity by the genocidal                 
State of Sri Lanka for over seven decades. 
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Sinhalese encouraged to attend victory celebrations while Tamils are 
prevented from remembering their loved ones who were massacred in 
2009 — A proof that two Nations exist on the island of Sri Lanka  

-- International Council of Eelam Tamils 
 

In flagrant violation of the social distancing rules        
announced by himself, President Gothabaya presides      
over victory celebrations with large crowds of       
Sinhalese gathering to watch the military parade. In        
contrast, Tamils in their homeland were prevented,       
citing the COVID pandemic, from remembering their       
loved ones who were massacred at Mullivaaikkaal in        
2009. The Tamil homeland is under massive military        
occupation, which is using the COVID pandemic to        
stop any remembrance events from taking place.       
These two scenarios once again prove that two        
Nations are poles apart on the island.  

President Gothabaya Rajapakse, himself a     
credibly accused war criminal for leading the chain of         
command, serving as the Defense Minister overseeing       
the mass killings of unarmed Tamil men, women, and         
children, issued veiled threats aimed at the       
international community. He vowed to withdraw from       
any international bodies attempting to investigate his       
criminal armed forces. It should be noted that Sri         
Lanka co-sponsored UNHRC Resolution 30/1,     
promising to investigate itself. After backpedalling its       

commitments and getting two two-year extensions to       
implement it’s undertaking, Sri Lanka withdrew its       
co-sponsorship of the Resolution in 2019. After       
patiently waiting for justice for eleven long years, the         
Tamils have no hope of getting justice within Sri         
Lanka. Tamils are not surprised by this outcome given         
the dismal track record of Sinhalese governments over        
the past seven decades. It should be noted that May          
22, 1958, was the first pogrom against Tamils in the          
island that was instigated by the inaction of then Prime          
Minister S.W.R.D Bandaranayake, which resulted in      
the murder of hundreds of Tamils and the arson and          
destruction of their property. No one was ever        
punished for this pogrom. 

President Gothabaya Rajapakse’s promise to     
shield his armed forces from any investigation is        
equivalent to ”open season” on Tamils, who are        
already under massive military occupation. Last week,       
the army opened fire on a Tamil youth en route to           
deliver food to his ageing father. The entirely        
Sinhalese armed forces have attacked many Tamils       
irrespective of whether they are young or old. Given         
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the President’s assurance of no investigation, the       
armed forces proceed carte blanche with extrajudicial       
killings of Tamils under cover of the COVID pandemic.         
While the Tamils have waited eleven long years for         
justice, their plight is getting worse day by day.  

It is time the international community, as well as         
the UNHRC, take serious note of the ground situation         
and develop strategies to stop. the ongoing genocide        
of Tamils in the island. It is the responsibility of every           

nation with the conscience to stop the genocide and         
protect the Tamils. Only an international intervention       
can save the Tamils on the island from destruction.         
The conditions that led to the beginning of the armed          
conflict back in the early 1980s is manifesting itself on          
a much draconian scale in the last eleven years. There          
can be no peace and stability in this region until the           
Tamil National question is addressed genuinely. 

 

 

Lest we forget, Tamil Genocide Remembrance Day 
-- International Council of Eelam Tamils 

 

 

This year on May 18th, proclaimed as the Tamil         
Genocide Remembrance Day, we mark 11 years since        
the worst massacre of innocent Tamils that took place         
in Mullivaaikaal, in the North of the island of Sri Lanka.           
Estimates from the UN and independent sources       
suggest more than 75,000 innocent civilians were       
killed during the last phase of the war. Since May,          
2009, the Tamil cause appears hopeless as there are         
more than 146,000 Tamils unaccounted for. Over       
90,000 widows can only imagine the fate of their         
husbands who were abducted by paramilitary or taken        
away by the GoSL army. 

While placating the Western nations with the       
“reconciliation” buzzword, Sri Lanka President     
Gothabaya Rajapakse, himself a credibly accused war       
criminal, appointed two other war criminals Shavendra       
Silva as military commander and Kamal Gunaratne as        
Defence Minister recently. President Rajapakse also      
used the COVID-19 crisis to score a political point by          
releasing a convicted criminal, the former Sri Lanka        

Army Staff Sergeant Sunil Ratnayake, who is the only         
person convicted in 2015 for the murder of eight         
innocent Tamil civilians who returned home to retrieve        
their belongings in Mirusuvil, northern Sri Lanka. In        
contrast, tens of thousands of Tamil political prisoners        
have been incarcerated for decades without charges,       
merely on suspicion.  

Time and time again, the actions of the Sri Lankan          
Governments have clearly shown that Tamils cannot       
expect justice or protection within Sri Lanka. The        
impunity enjoyed by the Sinhala criminals is       
entrenched within the Sri Lanka “Judicial System”       
providing no hope for the safety of Tamils within Sri          
Lanka. The June 2017 Report of the Special        
Rapporteur on the independence of judges and       
lawyers on her April 2016 mission to Sri Lanka         
(A/HRC/35/31/Add.1) clearly stated grave    
shortcomings i.e. lack of witness protection,      
independence of judiciary, etc, in the Sri Lankan        
judicial system. This absence of adequate judicial       
mechanisms in Sri Lanka to deal with International        
War Crimes, Crimes against Humanity, and the Crime        
of Genocide, are credible reasons for demanding an        
International Judicial mechanism like the International      
Criminal Court. 

The genocidal pogroms of the Sri Lankan state        
over the past seven decades caused the persecution        
of innocent Tamil people, displaced many and caused        
many to flee the island and seek refuge elsewhere,         
clearly prosecuting Tamil Genocide in the island.       
Despite the end of the armed conflict, there has been          
no accountability or justice for the deaths of innocent         
Tamils. Stability in this region will remain elusive until         
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Tamils can live peacefully in a land free of oppression          
in all aspects of their life. 

We request the signatories of the United Nations        
Charter, to take responsibility to bring the Sri Lankan         
government to the International Judicial Mechanism.  

Joining together as a community on this solemn        
day, we will remember, commit, and ensure such a         
tragedy is never repeated again and affirm to work         
towards long-term peace, security, and justice for the        
Tamils in the island of Sri Lanka 

 
Latest Sri Lanka military promotions “reeks of brazen impunity”  
(Reproduced from Journalists for Democracy in Sri Lanka) 

Sri Lanka has been slammed for further entrenching        
impunity by awarding top positions to officers with a         
dubious track record. 

The International Truth and Justice Project (ITJP)       
has released the service history of five promoted to the          
rank of Major General questioning their suitability.       
They are among 177 officers promoted to mark the         
11th anniversary of the end of war that killed at least           
an estimated 70,000 civilians. This is one of the         
largest segments of promotions, made in recent times,        
announced the Military Secretariat Branch. 

Those intentionally promoted by President     
Gotabaya Rajapaksa to the rank of Major General        
should have been vetted and screened out of any         
official position, in accordance to Sri Lanka’s       
commitments under UN resolution 30/1 to security       
sector reform, said the International Truth and Justice        
Project (ITJP). It has released details of the        
controversial officers’ service history. 

“The choice of these individuals is a highly        
politicised one which again sends a message to Sri         
Lankans and the international community that even lip        
service to reconciliation is off the agenda. This is yet          
another insult to victims and reeks of brazen impunity,”         
said the ITJP’s Executive Director, Yasmin Sooka. 

 

 

Major General Chandana Marasinghe of Sri Lanka       
Army Ordnance Corps, Major General T. Jagath       
Kodithuwakku of Sri Lanka Light Infantry, Major       
General Harendra Parakraama Ranasinghe of Special      
Forces, Major General Andige Priyanka Indunil      
Fernando of Gemunu Watch and Major General       
Channa D Weerasooriya of Sri Lanka Light Infantry        
were among those promoted. 

PRIYANKA 
FERNANDO’s 
Slit-throat 
gesture 

ITJP highlights  
that the most   
striking promotion  
is of Andige   
Priyanka Indunil  
Fernando who  
was found guilty in    
absentia by a UK    
court of public   
order offences,  
while a Sri Lankan    
diplomat. 

He was convicted   
of making  
threatening throat  

slitting gestures at Tamil protestors outside the Sri        
Lankan High Commission building in 2018. Since       
returning to Sri Lanka he has been repeatedly        
promoted and hailed as a hero despite his criminal         
actions. 

“The message to army officers – and diplomats - is          
if you go around the world insulting and threatening the          
Tamil diaspora you will be rewarded,” said Yasmin        
Sooka. “It is also an acute show of disrespect for the           
judicial system in the UK”. 
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HARENDRA RANASINGHE -- Accused in the      
murder of Isai Piriya 

The promotion of former special forces      
commander, Harendra Parakrama Ranasinghe was     
also condemned as another resounding blow for       
accountability. 

He was identified in a video as one of the soldiers           
accepting the surrender of a female Tamil TV        
presenter known as Isaipriya in May 2009, whom a UN          
Inquiry found was shortly afterwards executed whilst in        
army custody. Ranasinghe to date has never been        
questioned about what happened though he’s clearly       
visible in the video with Isaipriya, whose semi-naked        
corpse was also seen in trophy photographs. 

“One has to ask what it means to Isaipriya’s         
surviving family – driven into exile – to see a material           
witness to their daughter’s execution promoted to       
Major General,” said Ms. Sooka. 

 

 

CHANNA WEERASURIYA -- Accused in the      
torturer of Tamil suspects 

Channa D. Weerasuriya was 512 Brigade commander       
in Jaffna at a time when the unit, and other units, were            
allegedly involved in the detention and torture of Tamil         
suspects, some of whom the ITJP has interviewed. 

The promotions come against a backdrop of       
increased militarisation and civilian jobs being given to        
retired and serving officers close to the President. A         
war commemoration event involving the armed forces       
was permitted to go ahead in Colombo this week         
despite concerns about Covid-19 but security forces       
used the virus as an excuse to prevent such         
memorialisation by Tamils in the north-east. 

“What we are seeing is the “normalisation” of        
military influence in the civilian sphere,” said Ms.        
Sooka, “informal networks are becoming formalised      
under President Rajapaksa with the result that       
impunity is further entrenched”. 

In addition to the 5 new Major Generals, 4         
Brigadiers of Sri Lanka Army Volunteer Force, 39        
Lieutenant Colonels, 69 Majors and 60 Lieutenants of        
the Army have also been appointed. 

A further number of 14,617 promotions for military        
personnel have been approved to mark what it calls         
the National War Heroes’ Day, the Army announced. 
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Tamils defy military restrictions to pay homage to war dead 
(Reproduced from Journalists for Democracy in Sri Lanka) 

 
By Siva Parameswaran 

 

War affected Tamil people in the North and East         
braved the restrictions imposed on them by the Sri         
Lankan security forces on their movements and paid        
homage to their near and dear who lost their lives in           
the civil war. 

At a solemn occasion organised in Mullivaikkal,       
where thousands were massacred eleven years ago,       
Tamils could be seen maintaining strict social       
distancing to keep the Covid 19 threat in check. 

Led by Catholic and Hindu clergy, the young and         
old wearing face masks, washed their hands with soap  

 

 

provided by the organisers at the venue and walked to          
the open area where arrangements were made to light         
camphor placed atop bent iron rods fixed firmly in the          
silver sands. 

The sombre event, a silent one passed off        
peacefully in an emotionally charged atmosphere in a        
short time. The loved ones carried flowers and incense         
sticks which they placed at foot of the makeshift poles. 

Earlier the military had imposed restrictions on the        
movement of people citing Covid-19 crisis, at many        
places with troops stationed at junctions and blocking        
roads leading to the venue. 

“With information reaching the ministry that several       
groups have planned to gather individuals to       
commemorate the ‘Mullivaikkal Day’ ignoring advices      
given by the provincial health authorities, the ministry        
instructed security forces commanders in the north to        
strictly follow provisions in the Quarantine and       
Prevention of Diseases Ordinance” a stern letter from        
the Defence Ministry said. 

Former Chief Minister of the Northern Province       
and retired Supreme Court Judge C V Wigneswaran        
was stopped at Sangupiddy from proceeding further to        
participate in the homage event. However, he used        
alternate routes to proceed and pay homage. 
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Restrictions 

Political leaders like M K Sivajilingam and Gajendra        
Kumar Ponnambalam paid their homage though they       
were also restrained initially. 

A Jaffna court issued a quarantine order restricting        
Gajendra Kumar from moving out of his premises,        
which was contested and subsequently withdrawn. 

However, following the restriction order, heavy      
military presence was seen in front of the Tamil         
National People’s Front leader Gajendra Kumar’s      
office in Jaffna. 

The Defence ministry in its restriction order quoted        
the spread of infection due to the association with a          
pastor who came from Switzerland and tested positive        
for Covid-19 Virus. 

Jaffna Security forces Commander Major General      
Ruwan Wanigasooriya however had said that “Anyone       
who wishes to commemorate their loved ones who        
died in the 30-year-long war could remember them at         
their homes”. 

Legal fraternity point out that, right to worship        
being a fundamental freedom and paying homage to        
the departed being part of it- ‘Depriving them of that          
action would amount to violation of their fundamental        
rights’. 

The earlier government formed in 2015 had eased        
restrictions and the Tamils were permitted to       
remember the war dead and pay homage. This is the          
first Mullivaikkal remembrance since the new      
government under Gotabaya Rajapaksa came to      
power in 2019. 

Journalists from the north were also stopped from        
proceeding to the Mullivaikkal village. Around 30       
journalists from the Jaffna Press Club were proceeding        
for both news gathering and paying homage were        
restrained at several places. 

 

  

Heavy military presence 

The said group of journalists left Jaffna around 6 AM          
could reach the remembrance venue only by 11 AM. 

“We were intentionally stopped and delayed at       
more than 6 check posts, with a view to stop us from            
reaching the venue by 10.30 AM when the lighting of          
the lamp to remember the deceased was to be held,” a           
journalist from Jaffna told JDS. 

“The officials came out with any number of        
reasons like registering our names, seeking approval       
from the military officers, getting permission from the        
OIC of police” 

Due to this the journalists say they were able to          
reach the venue only after 11 AM well beyond the time           
marked for the homage. 

The Jaffna based journalists allege that the GOSL        
was particular to ensure the news of this emotional         
gathering happening in North and East does not reach         
Southern Sri Lanka and abroad. 

“The intention to stop dissemination of the news        
was clearly evident” 

At present Sri Lanka ranks low in the Press         
freedom index. Authorities also claim that the       
commemoration is to pay respect to fallen Tamil        
Tigers. 

In 2017, the Human Rights Commission of Sri        
Lanka wrote to the then president. “The fact that a          
person who died was LTTE cadre should not be used          
as reason to deny family to mourn and remember their          
loved one. Every family has the right to remember the          
memory of their loved ones irrespective of their status         
or political beliefs.’ 

However, social distancing apparently went for a       
toss during the state sponsored National War Hero’s        
Day held in the Colombo suburbs a day later after the           
Mullivaikkal remembrance event, held to honour those       
armed forces that lost their lives during the war. 

While the Mullivaikkal remembrance event was      
over in less than an hour, the Colombo celebrations         
went on for more than two hours. 

It is worth noting that curfew does not exist during          
the daytime in the country except Colombo, Gampaha        
and Kalutura Districts. 
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Remembrance of Tamil Genocide and resistance commences in        
occupied Tamil Eelam 
(Reproduced from Tamilnet.com) 

 
 
 

The eleventh annual Mu'l'livaaykkaal    
Remembrance, commemorating tens of thousands of      
deaths and enforced disappearances in the genocidal       
war waged by the SL State against the nation of          
Eezham Tamils with the abetment by external powers,        
has commenced as the awakening week of Tamil        
nation against genocide. The remembrance week      
began with a commemoration at Nanthik-kadal near       
Mu'l'livaaykkaal in Mullaiththeevu and another event at       
Chemmani mass grave site in Jaffna on Wednesday.        
The occupying Sinhala Army was deployed in large        
numbers, and the SL Police was trying to block those          
who mobilised to launch the remembrance week.       
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However, the participants braved the harassment in       
Jaffna and Vanni in commencing the memorial week. 

Earlier in the day, a group of people entered the          
shallow waters of Nanthik-kadal lagoon to lit the flame         
of sacrifice marking the commencement of the       
remembrance week.  

 

The Tamil National Peoples’ Front (TNPF), which       
is led by former TNA parliamentarian Gajendrakumar       
Ponnambalam, had to confront the SL Police amidst        
the deployment of Sinhala soldiers near Chemma'ni       
mass grave in Jaffna when they went to mark the first           
event of the week in the peninsula.  

Meanwhile, Tamil students and youth came      
together to distribute ingredients to make salty rice        
porridge to remember the hardships faced by the        
Eelam Tamils, who stood up without surrendering their        
cause. 

 

 

 

University students and Tamil youth activists distribute       
rice and salt to make Mu'l'livaaykkaal Rice Porridge on         
Remembrance Day. 

The students and youth were on a journey from         
Jaffna to Ampaa'rai in the East.  

In the meantime, the Common Structure for       
Mu'l'livaaykkaal Remembrance, which was formed last      
year has urged the people to mark the main event with           
a national tolling of bells at the places of worship          
across the North-East at 7 pm on 18 May this year.  

The main event would be held with limited        
participation respecting the measures against the      
spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, said Akaththiyar       
Adika'laar of Thekayilai Atheenam and Fr Leo       
Armstrong, who jointly represent the joint structure.  

SL Police was trying to block TNPF-organised       
memorial event at Chemma'ni and the SL Army was         
deployed in the area in a bid to threaten the          
participants 
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Sri Lankan Army fires at Tamil youth in Point Pedro, Jaffna 
(Reproduced from Tamilnet.com) 

22-year-old Anushan Pasupathy sustained three     
gunshot wounds as the occupying SL Army (SLA)        
opened fire at the Tamil youth while he was riding a           
motorbike between Kaanthiyoor and Mu'raavil in Point       
Pedro, Jaffna, around 10:30 pm on Thursday. One of         
the SL Army soldier groups, deployed on Jaffna-Point        
Pedro Road fired at him without any provocation. The         
youth has been admitted to the hospital with three         
wounds. The incident has taken place near Manthikai        
hospital at Point Pedro in Vadamaraadchi.      
Three-member groups of SL Army soldiers have been        
deployed along the roads, junctions and suburbs in        
Jaffna to carry out the duties of the SL Police. In recent            
days, there have been reports of increasing violent        
acts by the Sinhala soldiers, who are stationed in the          
occupied Tamil homeland. The SLA soldiers claim that        
they are controlling the spread of COVID-19 as well as          
assisting the SL Police. Mr Anushan Pasupathy went        
from his house at Mu'raavil in Puloali carrying a food          
parcel to his father around 7:30 pm.  

 

  

After delivering food to his father at the farm in          
Kaanthiyoor, he went to meet his friends. The firing         
took place when he was on his way back home.  

The SL Army soldiers fired four times at him.         
Caught in shock following the firing, Anushan       
continued to ride his motorbike while bleeding with        
injuries in one of his arms, armpit and a leg.  

Upon reaching his village, located 3 km away from         
the scene of the crime near Manthikai hospital, his         
friends contacted the police to take him back to the          
hospital.  

The SLA was trying to defend its action by arguing          
that the motorcyclist had failed to stop when the         
soldiers attempted to stop him during the curfew time.         
Two hours before the incident, there was an episode in          
which some motorcyclists had thrown stones against       
the SLA soldiers. That situation had an impact on the          
reaction by its soldiers, SL police said.  

However, such an episode cannot be an excuse to         
justify the firing, rights activists in Jaffna said. They         
questioned whether the SL Army would have reacted        
the same way if it had happened in a Sinhala area in            
the South.  

In the meantime, Tamil National Peoples’ Front       
leader Gajendrakumar Ponnambalam came to the      
hospital to see the wounded youth on Thursday. 
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39 years of burn wounds: The Jaffna Library 
(Reproduced and adapted from Tamilguardian.com) 
 

 

Thirty-nine years ago today, the Jaffna Public       
Library, a crown jewel among Tamil cultural       
institutions and one of the largest libraries in        
South Asia, burned at the hands of Sri Lankan         
security forces and state-sponsored mobs. 

As a Dravidian-inspired building burned for      
two nights from the 31st May 1981, the Tamil         
nation lost over 95,000 ancient Tamil palm leaves        
(olai), manuscripts, parchments and irreplaceable     
books, magazines and newspapers. 

In 2010 the restored library, closed to the        
public for a medical conference, was again       
vandalised by a group of Sinhalese tourists who        
were denied entry.  

 

  

The 1981 burning happened under the watch       
of a UNP government, during a period of        
electioneering for District Development Council     
elections and notably while two notoriously      
Sinhala chauvinist cabinet ministers - Cyril      
Mathew and Gamini Dissanayake - were in       
Jaffna. Earlier on the 31st May, three Sinhalese        
police officers were killed during a rally by the         
TULF (Tamil United Liberation Front).  

In December 2016, an ‘apology’ for the       
burning, by current Sri Lankan Prime Minister       
Ranil Wickremesinghe, was criticised - after      
initially receiving praise as a step towards       
reconciliation; the offhand manner in which it was        
delivered revealing a marked disregard for how       
deeply Tamils on the island continue to mourn the         
burning. 
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Today, the iconic white domes once again       
gleam out against the Jaffna skyline, determined       
to survive the onslaughts of Sinhala chauvinism,       
as the Tamil nation has always been.  

The library administration reported a rise in       
membership for the year 2016. Tourist buses,       
mostly containing Tamils from other districts and       
the diaspora, still flock daily to the gates, to stand          
before the emblem of the ancient Yaazh and        
reflect on the Tamil nation’s long and complex        
history. 

The scholar and community leader,     
Reverend Father David reportedly died from      
shock days after the incineration of his beloved        
institution.  

  

 

While his statue in the library courtyard is        
surrounded now by the spirit-soothing greens of       
local flora, his demise epitomises the loss       
suffered by every member of the Tamil nation        
alive on that day, and each generation born        
afterwards: the irrevocable loss of memories, of       
the lives and deaths of our predecessors, of the         
beauty they created as well as of the destruction         
they may have wreaked.  

Thirty-nine years later, the Tamil nation      
remains scorched by the flames that engulfed the        
Jaffna Public Library. Thirty-nine years later the       
Tamil nation still awaits justice, for this, and for         
the countless other atrocities committed against it       
since. 
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Do not forget the Tamil Genocide 
(Reproduced from Jacobin) 

 
The annihilation of an ethnic or national group        
is inevitably accompanied by rape, sexual      
humiliation, disappearances, mass murder,    
and torture. Victims’ suffering is acute, and       
survivors’ trauma lasts generations. Few     
crimes are more shocking or abhorrent. But if        
we are to eradicate these injustices and help        
survivors rebuild their lives and their      
societies, genocide needs to be examined not       
in terms of individual evil but in terms of the          
historical and structural evil of colonization. 

Ben Hillier’s Losing Santhia, which details      
the Tamil national struggle in Sri Lanka,       
explores this colonial backstory and the      
deeply personal stories entwined with     
genocide. Santhia was a leading member of       
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE).       
She joined when she was a teenager, like        
thousands of other Tamils born in the 1970s        
and 1980s. Santhia’s short life (she died in        
2017 at the age of forty-two, a refugee        
stranded in Indonesia) has a direct link with        

the colonialism that divided the island      
between its two main linguistic-national     
groups. The Sinhalese, who are     
predominantly Buddhist, make up about 75      
percent of the population, while the Tamils,       
predominantly Hindu, make up about 15      
percent. Muslims and Christians comprise     
most of the remaining 10 percent. 

Ceylon (as Sri Lanka was known prior to        
1972) suffered almost three centuries of      
colonial domination at the hands of Portugal       
and the Netherlands. Yet it was the British        
who sowed the seeds of the disaster to come.         
Unlike their predecessors, the British Empire      
took control of the whole island beginning in        
1796. In order to formally unify Ceylon, they        
divided its inhabitants along national,     
linguistic, and religious lines — laying the       
basis for Sri Lanka’s eventual metamorphosis      
into an exclusivist, chauvinist    
Sinhala-Buddhist state. 

In 1956, eight years after Sri Lanka won        
its independence from Britain, government     
authorities made Sinhala the sole official      
language. Despite years of extensive work by       
the Tamil political leadership, including     
parliamentary campaigning and an emphasis     
on nonviolent, Gandhian tactics, the national      
oppression of Tamils grew ever more      
burdensome. In the early 1970s, the Tamil       
youth took up arms in self-defense, first       
engaging in guerrilla struggle and later      
launching a full-blown war of national      
liberation. The conflict ended in 2009 with the        
military defeat of the Tigers and the murder of         
tens of thousands of civilians by the Sri        
Lankan armed forces. 

I visited Sri Lanka in the aftermath, in        
2013, as a federal senator. I saw extensive        
occupation of Tamil lands by Sri Lankan       
authorities. Military bases were scattered     
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along the east coast where there once sat        
fishing villages, Hindu temples, schools, and      
other public facilities. In the north, the       
occupation was more intense. Forced     
Sinhalization has seen the military running      
preschools. Thousands of Tamils have been      
pushed from their traditional lands in the       
north and east of the island to make way for          
state-aided Sinhalese colonization. In Losing     
Santhia, Hillier labels this process the “silent       
genocide” of the Tamil people. 

Neocolonialism comes in many guises,     
some more discreet than historical     
antecedents. Many Western nations sold the      
Sri Lankan government weaponry and     
provided war intelligence and training to its       
army. Once the reports of genocidal acts       
against the Tamil nation made headlines      
around the world, leaders from some of the        
same Western nations decried the “excesses”      
of the Sri Lankan government (while leaving       
their own foreign policy effectively     
unchanged). 

How, then, has the Left approached this       
national liberation struggle? For the latter half       
of the twentieth century, solidarity work with       
national liberation movements was central to      
the Left. Leftists lent support to South Africa’s        
anti-apartheid struggle, the mobilization to     
end the Vietnam War, and numerous other       
campaigns for South American revolutions.     
Left organizations in the West played a key        
role in building mass movements that raised       
awareness, contributing as best they could to       
the eventual victory of many of those       
struggles. 

But when it comes to the Tamil cause, the         
Left is remembered for its silence. Many       
factors contributed to this failure. In Losing       
Santhia Hillier explores the role of national       
liberation in the Left’s broader program,      
playing close attention to how the issue was        
handled by the Sri Lankan left, which, in the         
period after the country’s independence, was      

increasingly influenced by Sinhalese    
chauvinism. According to the late Anton      
Balasingham, the Tamil Tigers’ chief theorist      
and negotiator, the Sri Lankan left viewed the        
Tamil national struggle as “reactionary     
bourgeois nationalism.” 

Yet many of the liberation struggle’s      
demands were revolutionary for Sri Lankan      
society. The Tamil Tigers were committed to       
eliminating the caste system, ending     
gendered violence, and consolidating    
women’s equality. Hillier writes: “The Tigers      
resolved to abolish the dowry system,      
opening the way for greater freedoms for       
individuals, particularly women, to enter     
relationships on their own terms.” I have not        
found a word of support for this significant        
development from Western feminists (among     
whom I include myself). At best, we plead        
collective ignorance. Thanks to Losing     
Santhia, we now know the women’s rights       
policy and practices of the LTTE. What an        
opportunity we lost then — hopefully, a       
mistake we will not repeat. 

Another explanation for the Left’s failure to       
back the Tamil struggle is that after 1975, the         
LTTE included suicide bombings among their      
tactical repertoire. Perhaps a sizeable     
international solidarity campaign may have     
dissuaded the Tigers from adopting such      
tactics. More importantly, however, we need      
to recognize the right of all peoples who are         
colonized to engage in armed struggle, even       
if we find certain tactics unsavory. This right        
is guaranteed under international law: United      
Nations Resolution 37/43 declares that all      
peoples — Tamils, Kashmiris, Palestinians,     
people who fought in the French Revolution       
— have a legal right to resist occupation. 

Although Hillier raises some criticisms of      
the Tigers, he also lets them speak for        
themselves by including Balasingham’s    
seminal essay, “Liberation Tigers and Tamil      
Eelam Freedom Struggle,” written on behalf      
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of the Tigers’ political committee in 1983. The        
essay outlines the Tiger case for launching a        
national liberation war and features a Marxist       
analysis of national liberation,    
self-determination, and movement-building. 

While Hillier’s book offers important     
lessons for the international left, it also       
argues that the immediate task is to mobilize        
behind Tamil causes — for their own       
homeland, for the perpetrators of war crimes       
and crimes against humanity to be brought to        
justice, and for Tamils who do not feel safe in          
Sri Lanka to be granted asylum. These issues        
are connected. If self-determination were won      
in Tamil Eelam and Tamils were safe there,        
they would not have to risk their future and         
their lives fleeing to other countries. 

Hillier alerts us to the betrayals Tamils       
continue to experience a decade after the       
genocidal end to the national liberation war.       
Following a mighty international campaign     
waged by Tamils and their supporters, the       
war crimes committed in 2009 came before       
the United Nations. But with Western nations       
out to appease the Sri Lankan regime for        
their own strategic interests, the UN agreed       
to the regime’s push to postpone      
consideration of the resolution for at least six        
years. This has also frustrated the hopes of        
Tamils around the world that an independent       
international investigation into war crimes     
would be established. A silent genocide      
indeed. 

The continued militarization of the     
northeast of Sri Lanka is a major obstacle to         
both ending human rights violations and      
rebuilding Tamil communities in heavily     
war-affected areas. This militarization is tied      
to the Sri Lankan government’s failure to       
swiftly return illegally occupied land it seized       
ten years ago. 

These developments and their    
background are deeply relevant for Hillier’s      
immediate audience, Australians. At present,     

there are thousands of Tamils living in       
Australia under temporary protection visas —      
and thanks to the conservative government’s      
cynical use of racism and xenophobia to win        
votes and consolidate power, these refugees      
of genocide are in immediate danger of       
deportation. 

One Tamil asylum-seeking family, for     
instance, is in an offshore detention center       
fighting an Australian government deportation     
order. About eighteen months ago, officers      
from the Australian immigration policing     
agency Border Force conducted a dawn raid       
on the family’s home in Biloela, in rural        
central Queensland. Although the family’s     
children were born in Australia and the       
parents have been living and working in the        
community for three years and are well       
respected, they face deportation back to Sri       
Lanka if the family’s appeal to the Federal        
Court fails. 

Such expulsions are not uncommon. The      
Australian government justifies its actions by      
parroting the Sri Lankan government’s     
assertions that it is safe for all Tamil refugees         
to return to the country. This is a lie. 

The Prevention of Terrorism Act, which Sri       
Lankan authorities use to detain and arrest       
Tamils suspected of links with the LTTE, has        
never been repealed, despite the     
government’s promises. In 2017 the UN      
special rapporteur on human rights and      
counterterrorism said: “All the evidence points      
to the conclusion that the use of torture has         
been, and remains today, endemic and      
routine for those arrested on national security       
grounds.” As of last year, more than one        
hundred unconvicted prisoners reportedly    
remained in detention under the act. Some       
have been held for over twelve years. 

Other minority groups in Sri Lanka have       
also been subjected to threats and physical       
violence. Christians and Muslims are being      
targeted by supporters of a hard-line      
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fundamentalist Sinhala-Buddhist political   
group that the Sri Lankan government relies       
on for political support and enforcement.      
Muslims have been killed, and their mosques,       
homes, and businesses have been     
vandalized with impunity. 

Progressive groups in Sri Lanka continue      
to show enormous courage in their sustained       
resistance to the government’s inaction, with      
numerous sit-ins and protests asking for land       
hand-backs, information on the disappeared,     
and resolution of other ongoing injustices. As       
collective action multiplies — and hopefully      
mass movements as well — there is much to         
feel positive about. That Tamils and their       
supporters have remained committed to their      
cause in such dark times is truly inspiring. 

Hillier’s remarkable book has contributed     
to this hope by interviewing survivors of the        
events of 2009. But it also raises difficult        
questions for the official narrative. When did       
the genocide of May 2009 stop? What       
happened to the bodies, to the survivors, to        
the soldiers? As Hillier reports, there were —        
understandably — some people who would      
not talk to him, fearing reprisals. Others       
spoke of differences among the soldiers of       
the Sri Lankan military: some threatened their       
victims with death to the very end while        
others helped carry the injured to camps and        
“treated us well.” 

Hillier reserves some of his final      
comments for the Left: “It remains the island’s        
greatest political catastrophe,” he writes, “that      
the once powerful Sinhalese left failed to       
stand with the Tamils and launch . . . a       
united fight for the liberation of all exploited        
and oppressed people in Ceylon.” The      
absence of international progressive forces     
also needs to figure into such an assessment. 

So much was lost — for Tamils and for         
the international left. The setback for Tamil       
women remains immense. Yet no campaign      
sits in isolation while the heroism of the        
defeated lives in our memory. So Hillier       
writes: “The glimpses of equality forged in       
struggle portended a new world. While they       
remained glimpses, they nevertheless were     
real.” 

The specter of mass carnage still haunts       
Tamil Eelam. Strong forces in Sri Lanka,       
determined to finish the genocide of the Tamil        
people, remain pervasive. Their threat can be       
felt in the concluding pages of Losing       
Santhia. 

While the destructive reach of five      
hundred years of colonial brutality is not over,        
the great hope Hillier leaves us with is that of          
the endurance of struggle, collective action,      
and commitment. 
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International Council of Eelam Tamils (ICET) was established in 2011 by a number of grass-roots Tamil organizations, which were                   
democratically elected by the Eelam Tamils. It is the largest Tamil diaspora organization with members drawn from fourteen countries.                   
The ICET is absolutely committed to a non-violent agenda and it seeks a lasting peace in Sri Lanka, based on Vaddukoddai Resolution.                      
For more information, please contact spokesperson Steven Pushparajah K,  +47 90641699.  

 Via Camillo Cavour 39, 42025 Cavriago, Reggio Emilia, Italy. 

www.iceelamtamils.com 
Email: office@iceelamtamils.com  
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